A dance with creative powers
Contact with the visible and invisible multilayered world
A prayer for the Earth
A prayer to open the heart space within us
A portal to an holistic encounter with the multidimensional layers of the Earth cosmos
A place of inner view and self-contemplation
To feel the being of the Earth
A sacred space
A new resource for our everyday life
Revitalization and strengthening of creative powers to manifest the archetypes of life
Being within the flow of transformative energies
Transformation
Immersion in the rhythms of the stars
Diving into our intuitive, emotional, creative capabilities
The abundance of life is flowing; the fullness of life is activated
The Earth is knocking
We are opening our heart to a new coexistence of Earth and Man
Co-creation of a new culture of love
Extending consciousness; learning to see with the heart
A meditative walk in a sacred space to gain new strength
An elementary invigoration
A fiery, watery dance with the elfin realm
A sonic space for the rhythms of life
A portal to the rhythms of the stars and the Earth
An inspirational encounter with one’s own inner star
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GEOPUNCTURE “CREATIVE POWERS –
ECSTATIC DANCE IN SPACE, TIME, ETERNITY”
Geomantic spiral labyrinth consisting of 13 marble columns
The 1st international geopuncture in Austria
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GEOPUNCTURE IN THE SHAPE OF A SPIRAL LABYRINTH

Significance of the single cosmogrammes on the stone pillars
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1 Ancestress: the mother archetype, ancestrial heritage, an assembled knowledge of
the Earth, the holy throne formed from the union of the horizontal ancestress lying
flat and the vertical ancestor (Margan D. Kalb)
2 Wholeness with the islands of light: beginning, birth, a new start; the islands of
light as seeds for a new interconnected consciousness (Fernanda Dulle, Maria M.
Schleicher, Oliver Schwarz)
3 Abundance of life: the centre, creative intuitive powers, mother/father (Freya I. Kiebetz)
4 Transformation: changing, letting go, back to the Earth, consciousness of the cyclical
life, out of the Old, the New comes into being. A reconnection to the original, to
the wisdom of the universe, out of which the highest divinity can evolve (a Maja
Pogačnik, Urša Vidic, Margan D. Kalb, b Wolfgang Tiller)
5 Protective power for creative, intuitive, emotional life qualities, a protector of femininity: the fire protects the water, which baths the earth, the earth houses the air,
which ignites the fire (a Urša Vidic, b Alda Gerchi)
6 Star consciousness: awareness of the greater whole, surpassing the earthly life,
rhythmically connecting to the cycles of Earth and stars, creating a portal into new
worlds (Margan D. Kalb)
7 Dance, ecstasy, elemental world: the life on Earth in connection to the enlivened
and invigorating elements as an ecstatic dance of love, which expresses the joy of
earthly life and always contains something new and mysterious. (Maria M. Schleicher)
8 The joining of opposing poles in love leads to a balance, to the golden mean that radiates through everything as a light of love. (a Nicole Vallon, b Maria M. Schleicher)
9 Sophia-Christ: primordial love as equilibrium of lights that join hands and mirror
each other, Christ as the merciful, unconditional love, Sophia as the original wisdom
of love and of the heart (a Urša Vidic, b Wolfgang A. Tiller)
10 Dragon energy as a life-recharging primordial power, which nourishes life; emerging from the depths of existence, from our own inner source, expressing itself as
the4 element (Alda Gerchi)
11 Gaia: the collaboration of the spiritual and material essence of life, the power of
the Two (a Mona Bienek, b Wolfgang A. Tiller)
12 The redeemtress: enables a reconnection to earthen and cosmic aspects. Individuality evolves and can be woven into a greater whole; healing can occur. The
age of Aquarius/Aquaria can begin, out of which paradise on Earth emerges (Maja
Pogačnik)
13 Transition to the New Earth: the expanded consciousness for a balanced coexis-
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tence between Earth and humanity carries us tenderly towards a universe of love
(a Maria M. Schleicher, b Wolfgang A. Tiller)
14 The soul of Carinthia: from the interaction between the powers of mountains,
water and humans comes a vitalizing partnership (Maria M. Schleicher)
15 Bringing together the watery and fiery spheres invigorates and inspires a creative
heartedness and transformation (Margan D. Kalb)
16 Maria Loretto: the chapel with the black Madonna as a symbol for a transmutational energy, Mary, celestial Queen of the Earth, Mary as love amongst people
(Wolfgang A.Tiller)
17 Lendkanal: meeting point (crossing point, region, channel) with the causal dimension, the sphere of the faries, the space of the original (primeval) visions (ideas,
images,) for the patterns (structure, construction, design) of modern world and it’s
transformation. The dimension, too, of primordial power (dragon power) and connection (touch) with the universe of Earthen’s consciousness, the lumbar channel to
the fairy world (Margan D. Kalb)
18 Connecting all geopunctures as a worldwide web of power spaces, emerging impulses of a partnership between the Earth and humankind (Mona Bienek, Wolfgang
A. Tiller, Margan D. Kalb)
19 Personal connection with global impulses and transformation of consciousness
initiated by geopunctures and integration in daily life (Margan D. Kalb)
20 The transformatory ability of geopunctures, stone settings and the consciousness
that they initiate (Margan D. Kalb)
21 The ideal human being and our approach to this cosmically applied archetype
(Michaela Prader)

The significance of the individual cosmogrammes on the three floor slabs:
22 Fire as a cosmogramme for fiery love power, life energies and for the revived elemental and sensual character of terrestrial existence (Fernanda Dulle)
23 Water as a space for the power of intuition, emotionally invigorated elemental
forces and as a characteristic trait of the Earth as a being (Oliver Schwarz)
24 The aqueous/fiery realm of Carinthia, a cosmogramme for Carinthia as a powerarea, a simplified logo – cosmogramme of the Verein Geomantie Kärnten (Margan
D. Kalb, Maria M. Schleicher)
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The significance of the huge floor cosmogramme as an entrance into the labyrinth
136°67‘
Sirius February 2
Candlemas

139°
Sirus December 13
St. Lucia

I Geopuncture “Creative powers –ecstatic dance in space, time, eternity”
Geopuncture: a modern stone setting with elaborate signs, so-called cosmogrammes. An acupuncture of
the landscape to stimulate a new coexistence of nature, humanity and all other visible, invisible and subtle beings. It is connected to other international geopunctures (a method, developed by Marko Pogačnik).
Cosmogrammes: artistically designed energetic signs, expressions of certain qualities of life and landscape. On non-verbal levels and in a cosmic language they influence us and the landscape. Gentle impulses
of transformation.
Geomancy: perceiving and interpreting the substantial, complex multi-dimensional Earth as a being.
Living with the Earth as a partner.
II Sacred geometry – the symbolic language of the Earth
This geopuncture is based on the proportions of the golden mean. The concentric circles stand for that
which is round, whole, for equivalence, seasonal circles, different levels of existence. The spiral and the
number 13 (number of stones with cosmogrammes) represent the advancement, a courage for that
which is new. The labyrinth is a symbol of the ecstatic dance on the path of our life, our oscillating movement.
The N-S axis and the floor cosmogramme form the Lance and the Holy Grail, which are symbols of primal
love. The outer circle together with the four cardinal directions represent the Celtic cross as a symbol
of equality; combining the Inner and the Outer, Upwards and Downwards, or the union of the cyclical
and the linear world view. Together with the four axes of the NW/SE and NE/SW directions it creates the
wheel of life, the octamerous wheel of Buddha.
III Modern stone calendar
The cosmic rhythms of the stars and planets are mirrored in the rhythms of the Earth.
1. N-S axis: points to the Polar Star and axis of the midday sun (sun as symbol for Sophia/Christ-consciousness)
2. WE axis: sunrise and sunset on March 21, Sept 23, the equinox, beginning of spring and autumn,
89°48’ aligned to the rising of the full moon on Dec. 21 2010, 8 pm MET ( left edge of the eastern stone),
equilibrium of light and dark
3. NW-SE and NE-SW axis: sunrise and sunset at midsummer solstice (June 21, beginning of summer,
longest day) and at midwinter solstice (Dec 21, beginning of winter, longest night), solstices are times of
transformation.
4. Location over the Western stone (with the cosmogramme “star quality”) to the star Sirius (Dec 13 – Lucia, over the floor cosmogramme “fire”, meaning inner light, Feb 2 – Mary Candlemas, over the “dragon
stone”), bearing to star Spika (May 1 over the stone “Gaia”, symbol of abundance), pointing to Star Altair
(Aug 15 over the right edge of the “Gaia” stone)

Oliver

25 Holy Grail: receiving a chalice for the necessary inspiration towards a pluridimensional consciousness of life and for the loving connection of all levels of existence.
Watery/fiery impulse for Klagenfurt’s lowlands, which have the shape of a vessel
for becoming a space of primordial love (Margan D. Kalb, Maria M. Schleicher, Ursa
Vidic, Maja Pogacnik, Mona Bienek)
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